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Hello everyone,

COVID-19 vaccination update 
Monday was an important and 
memorable day at Misericordia Place 
– all consenting MP residents received 
their first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine. 
I’m pleased to let you know that our 
wonderful team of nurses ensured the 
vaccination process ran smoothly as 
planned. Happy cheers could be heard 
throughout the facility as residents 
received their immunization.

Residents will receive the second dose of the vaccine on Tuesday, February 16.

Visitation space
I have an exciting update to share with you about the 
visitation space, informally known as the “Nuns’ Suite” 
because the last two Misericordia Sisters who lived in 
Winnipeg resided in this suite: the space will be ready to 
open February 10, 2021 if all goes as planned!

There are still some finishing touches to be completed, 
including adding a new window and upgraded doors. This 
space has increased air circulation, and our Plant Services 
team will soon receive training on the new air filter system.

The Nuns’ Suite visitation area is being created for general visitors, but can also be used 
for Designated Family Caregivers who are not comfortable coming on to the unit to visit. 

As pictured, the visitation space is connected 
to MP via the courtyard providing a safe 

external entrance for visitors.



I would like to get an idea of how many people are interested in using this new space. 
If you are aware of someone residents would like to visit with in the Nuns’ Suite, please 
let us know by calling reception at 204-788-8440. We are currently in the process of 
finalizing our schedule and staffing and will be booking visit appointments closer to the 
opening date. 

At this time, only one person at a time will be permitted to visit and scheduling will be 
required in advance. 

If you have feedback or questions, please reach out.

Yours sincerely,

 
Jennifer Taylor, Director, Long-Term Care
204-788-8451
jtaylor@misericordia.mb.ca


